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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture in a
RN-AdS black hole with the cloud of strings and quintessence by the scattering of a scalar field.
The variations of the thermodynamic variables are calculated in the normal and extended phase
spaces. In the normal phase space, where the cosmological constant is considered as a constant,
the first and second laws of thermodynamics are satisfied. In the extended phase space, where
the cosmological constant and the parameters related to the cloud of strings and quintessence
are treated as variables, the first law of thermodynamics is still satisfied and the second law of
thermodynamics is indefinite. Moreover, we find that the weak cosmic censorship conjecture is
valid for the extremal and near-extremal black holes in both phase spaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the existence of a gravitationally repulsive interaction at a global scale (cosmic
dark energy) has been confirmed by high-precision observations. It is responsible for the
accelerated expansion of the universe [1]. The latest results from the combination of cosmic
microwave background (CMB) with type Ia supernova, large-scale structure (cosmic shear)
and galaxy cluster abundance show that our universe is occupied by the mysterious dark
energy with negative pressure (about 70%), contains cold dark matter with negligible pres-
sure (about 25%) and the ordinary baryonic matter (about 5%) [2, 3]. There are several
types of dark energy models, such as cosmological constants [4], k-essence [5] and quintom
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[6, 7] models. For one of the models, the equation of state parameter is in the range of
−1 ≤ ωq ≤ −13 . This type of models is called quintessence dark energy or quintessence for
short. In an astrophysical scenario, quintessence produces some gravitational effects when
it surrounds black holes [8]. When the impact of quintessence in this scenario needs to be
understood and further studied, it is necessary to solve the Einstein equation of this source.
In recent years, Kiselev has considered Einstein’s field equation surrounded by quintessence
and obtained a new solution that depends on the quintessence state parameters [9].
According to string theory, nature can be represented by a set of extended objects (such
as one-dimensional strings) rather than point particles. Therefore, it is of great importance
to understand the gravitational effects caused by a set of strings, which can be achieved by
solving Einstein’s equations with a finite number of strings. Among the results obtained
by Letelier [10], most of the subsequent studies on this aspect focus on spherical symmetry.
In this case, the Schwarzschild black hole is surrounded by a spherically symmetric cloud
of strings. In other words, this situation corresponds to a modification of Schwarzschild’s
solution, which uses the cloud of strings as an additional source of the gravitational field.
The existence of cloud of strings will produce a global origin effect that related to a solid
deficit angle. The solid deficit angle depends on the existence of cloud [11]. In addition, the
presence of clouds has a profound effect on the layered structure, which has a larger radius
than the Schwarzschild radius. Therefore, the influence of global origin related to global
deflection angle will have possible astrophysical consequences, which justifies the study of
the cloud of strings in this case.
There have been some studies about black holes surrounded by the cloud of strings
and quintessence [12–18]. Some of them discussed about the thermodynamics of black
holes. Since the works of Bekenstein [19, 20] and Hawking [21–23] in the 1970s, black hole
thermodynamics has been an active and important research field.
An important feature of a black hole is that it has a horizon. There is a gravitational
singularity in the center of the black hole, which hides in the event horizon. Moreover,
according to Einsteins theory of gravity, the existence of this singularity is inevitable [24].
Near the singularity, the laws of physics break down. In order to avoid this phenomenon,
Penrose proposed the weak cosmic censorship conjecture (WCCC) in 1969 [25, 26]. The weak
cosmic censorship conjecture asserts that the singularity is hidden behind event horizon and
cannot be seen by distant observers. Although this conjecture seems reasonable, there is a
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lack of concrete evidence and people can only test its validity. The Gedanken experiment is
an effective method to test the validity of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture [27]. In this
experiment, a test particle with sufficient large energy, charge and angular momentum is
thrown into the black hole to observe whether the horizon of the black hole is destroyed after
the particle is absorbed. If the horizon is destroyed, the singularity is not surrounded by
the horizon and becomes a naked singularity. If the horizon isn’t destroyed, the singularity
is surrounded by the horizon. People have used this experiment to study the validity of
the weak cosmic censorship conjecture in various black holes since it was proposed [28–45].
In addition, the validity of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture can be studied through
the Gedanken experiment by using test fields instead of test particles. This experiment was
first proposed by Semiz [46]. People also studied the validity of the weak cosmic censorship
conjecture in various space-time by this experiment [47–56].
In this paper, we investigate the thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture
in a RN-AdS black hole with cloud of strings and quintessence by the scattering of a complex
scalar field. Due to the existence of the cloud of strings and quintessence, the parameters
related to the cloud of strings and quintessence are considered as extensive thermodynamic
parameters and taken into account in the calculation[57]. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section II, we review the thermodynamics of the black hole. In Section III,
we get the changes in the internal energy and charge of the black hole during the time
interval dt. In Section IV and V, the first and the second law of thermodynamics and the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture are discussed in the normal and extended phase space,
respectively. Our results are summarized in Section VI.
II. THERMODYNAMICS IN THE RN-ADS BLACK HOLE SURROUNDED BY
QUINTESSENCE AND CLOUD OF STRINGS
Recently, it was obtained the solution corresponding to a black hole with quintessence
and cloud of strings. Assuming that the cloud of strings and quintessence do not interact,
the energy-momentum tensor of the two sources can be seen as a linear superposition which
is given by [58]
T tt = T
r
r =
a
r2
+ ρq, T
θ
θ = T
φ
φ = −
1
2
ρq (3ωq + 1) . (1)
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In the above equation, the pressure and density of quintessence are related by the equation
of state pq = ρqωq, where ωq is the quintessential state parameter. Considering the static
spherically symmetric line element, the line element associated with the charged RN-AdS
black hole surrounded by cloud of strings and quintessence is written as [14, 15, 59]
ds2 = f(r)dt2 − 1
f(r)
dr2 − r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) , (2)
with the electromagnetic potential
Aµ(r) = (−Q
r
, 0, 0, 0), (3)
where
f(r) = 1− a− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
− α
r3ωq+1
− Λr
2
3
, (4)
M and Q are the mass and electric charge of the black hole, respectively. Λ is the cosmolog-
ical constant and a is an integration constant related to the presence of the cloud of strings.
ωq is the state parameter which has that −1 ≤ ωq ≤ −13 for the quintessence and α is the
normalization factor related to the density of quintessence as
ρq = −α
2
3ωq
r3(ωq+1)
. (5)
In Fig. 1, the graphs of the function f(r) are shown for different values of the parameters
a, α and ωq. In Fig. 1, we can intuitively observe the effect due to the cloud of strings and
quintessence. The value of f(r) increases when a or ωq increases. Besides, when the value
of α increases, f(r) decreases.
When the black hole is non-extremal, equation f(r) = 0 has two positive real roots r−
and r+, which represent the radius of the Cauchy horizon and the event horizon, respec-
tively. When the black hole is extremal, f(r) = 0 only has a single root r+. The Hawking
temperature of the black hole is
T =
f ′(r+)
4pi
=
1
4pi
(
2M
r2+
− 2Q
2
r3+
+
(3ωq + 1)α
r
3ωq+2
+
+
2r+
l2
), (6)
The electric potential and the entropy take on the form as
ϕ =
Q
r+
, (7)
S = pir2+. (8)
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(b)α = 0.1,ωq = −2/3.
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(d)α = 0.1,ωq = −1/6.
Fig. 1: The function f(r) for different values of a, α and ωq. We choose M = 1 and Q = 0.8.
The black hole can be discussed in the normal phase space and the extended phase space as
a stable thermodynamic system. In the normal space, the cosmological constant is treated
as a constant. Then the first law of thermodynamics is written as
dM = TdS + ϕdQ. (9)
In the extended phase space, the cosmological constant is treated as a function of the
pressure. The relation between the cosmological constant and the pressure is given by
[60–65]
P = − Λ
8pi
=
3
8pil2
. (10)
Then the first law of thermodynamics takes on the form as
dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ+ γdα + κda, (11)
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where
γ = − 1
2r
3ωq
+
,κ = −r+
2
. (12)
The mass of the black hole M is defined as its enthalpy. Hence, the relationship between
enthalpy, internal energy and pressure is [62, 66]
M = U + PV. (13)
III. ENERGY AND CHARGE’S VARIATION OF THE RN-ADS BLACK HOLE
SURROUNDED BY QUINTESSENCE AND CLOUD OF STRINGS
When the space-time dimension is assumed to be four, the action of the charged scalar
field in the fixed gravitational and electromagnetic fields is [67]
S = −1
2
∫ √−g (ψ∗ψDµDµ −m2ψ∗ψ) d4x. (14)
Due to the scalar field with charge q, we consider that Dµ = ∂µ− iqAµ and Dµ = ∂µ + iqAµ.
In the above equation, m is the mass, q is the charge, Aµ is the electromagnetic potential
and ψ is the the wave function whose conjugate is ψ∗. The field equation get from the action
satisfies
(∇µ − iqAµ) (∇µ + iqAµ)ψ −m2ψ = 0. (15)
To solve this equation, it is necessary to use the separation of variables
ψ = e−iωtR(r)Φ(θ, φ), (16)
where ω is the energy of the particle and Φ(θ, φ) is the scalar spherical harmonics. At the
outer horizon, the radial solution of the scalar field is
R(r) = e±i(ω−
qQ
r )r∗ . (17)
In the above equation, dr∗ = 1f dr and +/− corresponds to the solution of the ingo-
ing/outgoing radial wave. Since this article discusses the thermodynamics and validity of
the weak cosmic censorship conjecture through the scattering of ingoing waves in the event
horizon, we focus on the ingoing wave function. From Eq. (14), the energy-momentum
tensor is written as
T µν =
1
2
[(∂µ − iqAµ)ψ∗∂νψ + (∂µ + iqAµ)ψ∂νψ∗] + δµνL. (18)
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The energy flux is the component T µν integrated by a solid angle on an S
2 sphere at the
outer horizon. The energy flux is given by
dE
dt
=
∫
T rt
√−gdθdφ = ω(ω − qϕ)r2+. (19)
The charge flux can get from the energy flux [68]. Therefore, the charge flux is
dQ
dt
= −
∫
jr
√−gdθdϕ = q (ω − qϕ) r2+. (20)
The fluxes in the above formulas will change the corresponding characteristics of the black
hole in the infinitesimal time interval dt. The charge flux corresponds to the change in that
of the black hole. Moreover, the energy flux corresponds to the internal energy of the black
hole. Then the changes in internal energy and charge are
dU = dE = ω(ω − qϕ)r2+dt, dQ = q(ω − qϕ)r2+dt. (21)
IV. THERMODYNAMICS AND THE WEAK COSMIC CENSORSHIP CONJEC-
TURE IN THE NORMAL SPACE
A. Thermodynamics in the normal phase space
During the scattering of the scalar field, the mass M , the charge Q and other ther-
modynamic variables of the black bole change due to the conservation law. Assum-
ing that the black hole’s initial state is expressed by (M,Q, r+) and final state is ex-
pressed by (M + dM,Q + dQ, r+ + dr+). The initial state (M,Q, r+) and the final state
(M + dM,Q+ dQ, r+ + dr+) satisfy
f (M,Q, r+) = f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, r+ + dr+) = 0. (22)
The functions f (M,Q, r+) and f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, r+ + dr+) satisfy the following relation
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, r+ + dr+) = f (M,Q, r+)
+
∂f
∂M
|r=r+dM +
∂f
∂Q
|r=r+dQ+
∂f
∂r
|r=r+dr+,
(23)
where
∂f
∂M
|r=r+ = −
2
r+
,
∂f
∂Q
|r=r+ =
2Q
r2+
,
∂f
∂r
|r=r+ = 4piT. (24)
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Substituting Eqs. (7), (8), (22) and (24) into Eq. (23), we obtain
dM = TdS + ϕdQ. (25)
This is the first law of thermodynamics of the RN-AdS black hole with cloud of strings and
quintessence in the normal phase space. From Eqs. (22), (23) and (24), the variation of the
radius in horizon takes on the form as
dr+ =
r+
2piT
(ω − qϕ)2dt. (26)
Hence, the variation of entropy is
dS = 2pir+dr+ =
r2+(ω − qϕ)2
T
dt > 0. (27)
Therefore, the entropy of the black hole increases and the second law of thermodynamics is
satisfied in the normal phase space.
B. Weak cosmic censorship conjecture in the normal phase space
In this section, the stability of the event horizon under the scattering of a scalar field
in the normal phase space is investigated. In the initial state, the minimum value of the
function f(r) is negative or zero, f(r) = 0 has real roots and event horizon exists. When the
flux of the scalar field enters the black hole, the mass and charge of the black hole change
during the time interval dt. Moreover, the minimum value of f(r) also changes. If the
minimum value is positive, as shown in Fig. 2(a), no solution represents the horizon in the
final state and the singularity becomes a naked singularity. In this case, the black hole is
overcharged and the weak cosmic censorship conjecture is violated. On the contrary, if the
minimum value is negative or equal to zero in the final state, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig.
2(c), at least one solution representing the horizon in the final state and the singularity is
covered by the horizon. The weak cosmic censorship conjecture is valid. Therefore, checking
the sign of the minimum value in the final state is an effective way to test the validity of
weak cosmic censorship conjecture after scalar field scattering.
The sign of the minimum value of f(r) in the final state can be obtained in term of the
initial state [67]. In the initial state, f(r) has a minimum value at r = rmin. Moreover, the
minimum value of f(r) is not greater than zero
f(r)min = f(r,M,Q, )|r=rmin = δ ≤ 0. (28)
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(a)f (r) in naked singularities.
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(b)f (r) in non-extremal black
holes.
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(c)f (r) in extremal black holes.
Fig. 2: Graphs of f (r) for given states of the RN-AdS black holes with cloud of strings and
quintessence.
When the flux of the scalar field enters the black hole, the minimum point rmin moves to
rmin + drmin. Then for the final state, the minimum value of f(r) is written as
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, rmin + drmin) = δ +
∂f
∂M
|r=rmindM +
∂f
∂Q
|r=rmindQ+
∂f
∂r
|r=rmindrmin,
(29)
where
∂f
∂M
|r=rmin = −
2
rmin
,
∂f
∂Q
|r=rmin =
2Q
r2min
,
∂f
∂r
|r=rmin = 0. (30)
Substituting Eqs. (25) and (30) into Eq. (29), we obtain
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, rmin + drmin) = δ − 2
rmin
(ω − qQ
r+
)(ω − qQ
rmin
)r2+dt. (31)
When it’s an extremal black hole, δ = 0 and r+ = rmin, then Eq. (31) becomes
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, rmin + drmin) = −2(ω − qϕ)2r+dt. (32)
In this case, the black hole can not be overcharged in the final state and the weak cosmic
censorship conjecture is valid. If ω = qϕ, the extremal black hole still extremal black hole.
If ω 6= qϕ, the extremal black hole will change to non-extremal black hole.
When it is a near-extremal black hole, δ is a small negative quantity and r+ is numerically
greater than rmin. The function f(rmin + drmin,M + dM,Q + dQ) has the maximum value
when ω = 1
2
qQ( 1
r+
+ 1
rmin
). The maximum value is
f(M + dM,Q+ dQ, rmin + drmin) = δ − qQ
2 (r+ − rmin)2
2r3min
dt < 0. (33)
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Hence, the minimum value of f(r) is always less than zero. The event horizon exists in the
final stage and the black hole is not overcharged after the scalar field scattering. There-
fore, the weak cosmic censorship conjecture is valid in a near-extremal RN-AdS black hole
surrounded by cloud of strings and quintessence in the normal space.
V. THERMODYNAMIC AND WEAK COSMIC CENSORSHIP CONJECTURE
IN THE EXTENDED PHASE SPACE
A. Thermodynamics in the extended phase space
In the extended phase space, the cosmological constant is treated as a thermodynamic
variable. In order to consider the effect of cloud of strings and quintessence, the parame-
ters related to the cloud of strings and quintessence are considered as extensive thermody-
namic parameters. The black hole’s initial state is expressed by (M,Q, l, a, α, r+) and final
state is expressed by (M + dM,Q + dQ, l + dl, a + da, α + dα, r+ + dr+). The initial state
(M,Q, l, a, α, r+) satisfies
f(M,Q, l, a, α, r+) = 0. (34)
Assuming that the black hole’s final state is still a black hole, it satisfies
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, l + dl, a+ da, α + dα, r+ + dr+) = 0. (35)
The functions f(M + dM,Q + dQ, l + dl, a + da, α + dα, r+ + dr+) and f(M,Q, l, a, α, r+)
satisfy
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, l + dl, a+ da, α + dα, r+ + dr+) = f (M,Q, l, a, α, r+)
+
∂f
∂M
|r=r+dM +
∂f
∂Q
|r=r+dQ+
∂f
∂l
|r=r+dl +
∂f
∂a
|r=r+da
+
∂f
∂α
|r=r+dα +
∂f
∂r
|r=r+dr+,
(36)
where
∂f
∂M
|r=r+ = −
2
r+
,
∂f
∂Q
|r=r+ =
2Q
r2+
,
∂f
∂l
|r=r+ = −
2r2+
l3
,
∂f
∂α
|r=r+ = −
1
r
3ωq+1
+
,
∂f
∂a
|r=r+ = −1,
∂f
∂r
|r=r+ = 4piT.
(37)
Substituting Eqs. (7), (8), (10), (34), (35) and (37) into Eq. (36), we obtain
dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ+ γdα + κda, (38)
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where γ and κ are conjugated to the parameters α and a which satisfy
γ = − 1
2r
3ωq
+
,κ = −r+
2
. (39)
When the parameters α and a are treated as constants, the first law of thermodynamics is
written as
dM = TdS + ϕdQ+ V dP. (40)
In the following calculations, a and α are still considered as variables to discuss the effect of
the quintessence and the cloud of strings. Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (13), we obtain
dM = d(PV + U) = ω(ω − qϕ)r2+dt+
3r2+
2l2
dr+ − r
3
+
l3
dl. (41)
From Eqs. (38) and (41), the variation of radius takes on the form as
dr+ =
2r+l
2(ω − qϕ)2
4piT l2 − 3r+ dt+
l2r
−3ωq−1
+
4piT l2 − 3r+dα +
l2
4piT l2 − 3r+da. (42)
Then the variation of entropy is
dS = 2pir+dr+ =
4pir2+l
2(ω − qϕ)2
4pil2T − 3r+ dt+
2pil2r
−3ωq
+
4pil2T − 3r+dα +
2pir+l
2
4pil2T − 3r+da. (43)
When it is the extremal black hole, the temperature is zero. Then Eq. (43) is written as
dS = −4
3
l2pir+(ω − qϕ)2dt− 2pi
3
l2r
−3ωq−1
+ dα−
2pi
3
l2da. (44)
If dα > 0 and da > 0, the entropy of the black hole decreases. If dα < 0 and da < 0, the
entropy of the black hole may increase. Therefore, the second law of thermodynamics is
indefinite for the extremal black hole in the extended phase space.
Then we focus on the near-extremal black hole. In order to intuitively understand the
changes in entropy, we do numerically research on the change of entropy. We set M =
0.5 and l = 1. For the case ωq = −2/3, a = 0.1 and α = 0.1, the extremal charge is
Qe = 0.487372428447. When the charge is less than the extreme value, we use different
charge values to produce the change in entropy. In Table I, we set da = 0.5, dα = 0.1 and
dt = 0.0001. As can be seen from Table I, when the charge of the black hole decreases, the
radius of event horizon increases, so does the value of dS. What is clear is that there are
two regions, dS < 0 and dS > 0. This implies the existence of a phase change point, which
divides dS into positive and negative values.
12
Q r+ dS da dα
0.487372428447 0.420154956933 −1.13539
0.487372 0.420632 −1.14446
0.48 0.480899 −4.13900
0.46 0.533323 20.0200
0.44 0.565356 6.16798 0.5 0.1
0.40 0.609271 3.76922
0.30 0.673541 2.85276
0.20 0.708703 2.65475
0.10 0.727240 2.58710
Table I: The relation between dS, Q and r+.
The relationship between dS and r+ can also be visualized as a function graph, which
is shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, it is obviously that there is indeed a phase change point
causes a positive or negative change in the value of dS. When the charge of the black hole is
less than the extreme value of the charge, the entropy decreases. When the charge is greater
than the extreme charge, the entropy increases. Thus, the second law of thermodynamics is
indefinite in the extended phase space.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
r+
-6
-4
-2
2
4
6
dS
Fig. 3: The relation between dS and r+ which parameter values are M = 0.5, l = 1, ωq = −2/3,
a = 0.1, α = 0.1, da = 0.5, dα = 0.1 and dt = 0.0001.
In Table II and Fig. 4, we set da = −0.5, dα = 0.1, dt = 0.0001 and other values of
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variables are the same as in Table I. There is also a phase change point that makes the value
of dS positive and negative. Besides, compared to Table I, the sign of dS corresponds to
the same r+ is opposite. This means that entropy increases as the charge of the black hole
is less than the extreme value of the charge and decreases as the charge is greater than the
extreme charge.
Q r+ dS da dα
0.487372428447 0.420154956933 0.959003
0.487372 0.420632 0.966479
0.48 0.480899 3.41161
0.46 0.533323 −16.1567
0.44 0.565356 −4.91380 -0.5 0.1
0.40 0.609271 −2.94995
0.30 0.673541 −2.17528
0.20 0.708703 −1.99557
0.10 0.727240 −1.93008
Table II: The relation between dS, Q and r+.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
r+
-6
-4
-2
2
4
6
dS
Fig. 4: The relation between dS and r+ which parameter values are M = 0.5, l = 1, ωq = −2/3,
a = 0.1, α = 0.1, da = −0.5, dα = 0.1 and dt = 0.0001.
In Table III and Fig. 5, we set da = 0.5, dα = −0.1, dt = 0.0001 and other conditions are
the same as before. From Table III, it can obtain that for the same value of r+, the absolute
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value of dS is smaller than that in Table I. The remaining conclusions are the same as in
Table I and Fig. 3.
Q r+ dS da dα
0.487372428447 0.420154956933 −0.959398
0.487372 0.420632 −0.966877
0.48 0.480899 −3.41279
0.46 0.533323 16.1612
0.44 0.565356 4.91495 0.5 -0.1
0.40 0.609271 2.95046
0.30 0.673541 2.17544
0.20 0.708703 1.99561
0.10 0.727240 1.93008
Table III: The relation between dS, Q and r+.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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Fig. 5: The relation between dS and r+ which parameter values are M = 0.5, l = 1, ωq = −2/3,
a = 0.1, α = 0.1, da = 0.5, dα = −0.1 and dt = 0.0001.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the second law of thermodynamics
is not always valid for the near-extremal black hole in the extended phase space. It is
influenced by the value of da and dα. The influence of the value of dα is not as much as da.
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B. Weak cosmic censorship conjecture in the extended phase space
In the extended phase space, the validity of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture also
tests through checking the sign of the minimum value of the function f(r). Assuming that
there is a minimum value of f(r) at r = rmin and the minimum value is less than zero
δ ≡ f(rmin) ≤ 0. (45)
For the extremal black hole, δ = 0. For the near-extremal black hole, δ is a small quantity.
After the flux of the scalar field enters the black hole, the minimum point changes to rmin +
drmin. Meanwhile, the other parameters of the black hole would change from (M,Q, l, α, a)
to (M + dM,Q+ dQ, l+ dl, α+ dα, a+ da). For the final state, the minimum value of f(r)
is written as
f(r + dr,M + dM,Q+ dQ, l + dl, α + dα, a+ da)|r=rmin
= fmin + dfmin
= δ +
∂f
∂r
|r=rmindrmin +
∂f
∂M
|r=rmindM +
∂f
∂Q
|r=rmindQ
+
∂f
∂l
|r=rmindl +
∂f
∂α
|r=rmindα +
∂f
∂a
|r=rminda
= δ + δ1 + δ2,
(46)
where
∂f
∂r
|r=rmin = 0,
∂f
∂M
|r=rmin = −
2
rmin
,
∂f
∂Q
|r=rmin =
2Q
r2min
,
∂f
∂l
|r=rmin = −
2r2min
l3
,
∂f
∂α
|r=rmin = −
1
r
3ωq+1
min
,
∂f
∂a
|r=rmin = −1.
(47)
Inserting Eqs. (47) and (38) into Eq. (46) yields
δ = 0
δ1 = − 2T
rmin
dS +
2
(
r3+ − r3min
)
l3rmin
dl +
r
−3ωq
+ − r−3ωqmin
rmin
dα +
1
rmin
(r+ − rmin)da
δ3 = −2qQr
2
+ (ω − qϕ)
rmin
(
1
r+
− 1
rmin
)
dt.
(48)
In the extremal black hole, rmin = r+, T = 0, fmin = δ = 0 and dfmin = 0. Hence, Eq. (46)
is written as
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, l + dl, α + dα, a+ da, r + dr) |r=rmin = 0. (49)
Therefore, the scattering doesn’t cause changes in the minimum value of f(r). This proves
that the extremal black hole is still the extremal black hole and the weak cosmic censorship
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conjecture is valid. For the near-extremal black hole, f ′(r+) is very close to zero, f(r+) = 0
and f ′(rmin) = 0. To calculate the value of Eq. (46), we can suppose that r+ = rmin + ,
where 0 <  1. In this situation, Eq. (48) is written as
δ < 0
δ1 = −f
′′(r+)
4pir+
dS +
6r+
l3
dl − 3ωqr−3ωq−2+ dα−
1
r+
da+O(2)
δ2 =
2qQ(ω − qϕ)
r+
dt+O(2).
(50)
In the above equation, dt is an infinitesimal scale and is set dt ∼ . For the near-extremal
black hole, it is easy to know that dS ∼ , dt ∼ , da ∼  and dα ∼ . Therefore, it is
obviously that
δ1 + δ2  δ. (51)
Then Eq. (46) is written as
f (M + dM,Q+ dQ, l + dl, a+ da, α + dα, r + dr) |r=rmin ≈ δ < 0. (52)
Therefore, the event horizon exists and the black hole isn’t overcharged in the finial state.
The weak cosmic censorship conjecture is valid in the near-extremal black hole.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture
in a RN-AdS black bole with cloud of strings and quintessence by the scattering of a scalar
field. First we reviewed the thermodynamics in the black hole. Moreover, the variations of
this black holes energy and charge within the infinitesimal time interval are investigated.
Then we calculated the variation of the thermodynamic quantities of the black hole after the
scalar field scattering. Finally we recovered the first law of thermodynamics and discussed
the validity of the second law of thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjectures.
We considered two cases, normal phase space and extended phase space. Our results are
summarized in Table IV.
In the extend phase space, there is a phase change point that makes the the value of
dS positive and negative. When the value of r+ is fixed, the validity of the second law of
thermodynamics is determined by the value of da and dα and the influence of da is greater.
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Normal phase space Extended phase space
1st law Satisfied Satisfied
2nd law Satisfied Indefinite
WCCC Satisfied for the extremal and near-
extremal black holes. After the scalar
field scattering, the extremal black hole
will change to a non-extremal black hole
under certain conditions.
Satisfied for the extremal and near-
extremal black holes. After the scalar
field scattering, the extremal black hole
stays extremal.
Table IV: Results for the first and second laws of thermodynamics and the weak cosmic censorship conjec-
tures (WCCC), which are tested for a RN-AdS black holes with cloud of strings and quintessence after the
scalar field scattering.
In Ref. [32, 50], the thermodynamics and weak cosmic censorship conjecture of RN-AdS
black hole only surrounded by quintessence were discussed in the normal and extended phase
space. When testing the valid of the weak cosmic censorship conjectures in the normal phase
space, after the scalar field scattering, the extremal black hole still a extremal black hole
when ω = qϕ and changes to non-extremal black hole when ω 6= qϕ. In the extended phase
space, the extremal black hole stays extremal after the scalar field scattering. The near-
extremal black hole stays near-extremal in both phase space after the scalar field scattering.
The parameters related to the cloud of strings and the quintessence, respectively a and
α, are considered as thermodynamic variables in this paper. Then in the extended phase
space, the first law of thermodynamics is written as
dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ+ γdα + κda, (53)
where
γ = − 1
2r
3ωq
+
,κ = −r+
2
. (54)
In previous papers, when only consider cosmological constant and treat a and α as constants,
the first law of thermodynamics is shown as
dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ. (55)
Furthermore the expressions of dr+, dS and f(rmin) have no terms related to the parameters
a and α. The influence of the cloud of quintessence on black holes cannot be reflected under
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this conditions. As noted in [32], the parameters related to the quintessence is treated
as constants and there is no terms related to the parameter related to the quintessence.
Therefore, to study the effects of cloud of strings and quintessence on black holes, we need
to consider the parameters a and α during the discussion of thermodynamics and weak
cosmic censorship conjecture. It is confirmed that the cloud of strings and quintessence
both have certain effects on the thermodynamic quantities of black holes. The results of the
first thermodynamic law under different conditions are summarized in Table V.
Types of black holes 1st law
RN-AdS BH dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ
RN-AdS BH with cloud of strings dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ− r+2 da
RN-AdS BH with quintessence dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ− 1
2r
3ωq
+
dα
RN-AdS BH with cloud of strings and
quintessence
dM = TdS + V dP + ϕdQ− 1
2r3+ωq
dα− r+2 da
Table V: Results for the first thermodynamic law under different conditions.
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